
 

SLAP STRATS CARD GAME  

DIRECTIONS 
(Similar to Slap Jacks) 

 

Use a regular deck of cards without 10s or face cards. 

 

Deal cards out to each player until all of the cards are gone. 

 

Hold cards upside down in your hand.  

 

Decide what strategy or strategies you will slap.   

(For example, facts that can be solved using double +1 and/or combinations of 10)  

 

Take turns flipping one card up at a time placing the cards in the middle of all the 

players. 

 

When two cards are placed in the pile right after one another that can be solved 

by the strategy you chose, players try to be the first to slap the pile.  The first 

person to slap must then solve the fact using the strategy to collect all of the 

cards in the middle.  If that person cannot explain the strategy, the cards go to 

the player on his or her left if that player can solve the fact.  For example, if a 

6 card is played and then a 5 card is played, the first to slap the pile gets 

to solve the fact.  That person must explain how they solved it. (5 + 5 + 1 

equals 11 or double 5 to get 10 and add 1 more) 

 

If you slap the pile and the fact cannot be solved by the named strategy, the 

cards go to the person on your left. 

 

How to win 

The person who collects the most cards wins or play until one person collects all 

the cards.  



Addition Fact Strategies 
 

*Doubles (6+6) 

*Double +1/-1 (numbers right next to each other) (4+3 = 3+3 +1 or 4+4 -1) 

*Number in the Middle (7+5 = 6+6)  

 -double the number in the middle of 5 and 7 

 

*Combinations of 5 (3+2, 4+1) 

*Combinations of 10 (3+7, 4+6, etc.) 

*Combinations of 11 (use Combinations of 10 +1) (4+7 = 3+7 +1) 

 

*3 + 6 (count by 3s) (use multiples songs) 

*4 + 8 (count by 4s) (use multiples songs) 

 

 

Twos facts (count up 2) 

Tens facts (10+7) 

Nines facts (use Tens facts) (10+7 -1) (backwards 1 teen) 

 

Subtraction Fact Strategies 

*Looks like Double +1 (7-6, 4-3) answer is always 1 

*Looks like Number in the Middle (6-4, 8-6) answer is always 2 

* Use with ‘Slap Strats’ game 


